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Connect™-S200

Product Information
Description
This electrical distributor mounts flush in a surface and has a one-
touch pop-up mechanism for accessing power and data. It can be 
configured with 2 simplex receptacles, or 1 simplex receptacle and 
1 data opening. The distributor is available with a power cord with 
plug end, or electrical conduit for hardwire connection. A voice/data 
adapter kit is included, allowing the data openings to accept various 
manufacturers’ couplers and jacks. Attachment hardware and cord/
cable clips are also included. Product is UL listed.

Notes
Field cutting of surface may be required. Information on surface 
cutout size is included on instruction sheet.
Distributor with PVC-free wiring option (LZ) is Cradle to Cradle Silver 
Certified.
Distributor with silver finish option (0I) or white finish option (0J) 
and standard wiring (4Z) has painted metal trim with white plastic 
simplex/data interior. Distributor with black finish option (0H) 
and standard wiring (4Z) has black painted trim with black plastic 
simplex/data interior. Distributor with PVC-free wiring option (LZ) has 
black plastic simplex/data interior, regardless of the finish color.

Dimensions

Specification Information
Step 1.
Y1322.

Step 2. Configuration
1  1 simplex receptacle, 1 data opening
2  2 simplex receptacles

Step 3. Power Type
A  power cord with plug end
B  conduit with open end, for hard-wiring

Step 4. Cord/Conduit Length
03  3' cord/conduit
06  6' cord/conduit
10  10' cord/conduit
20  20' cord/conduit

Prices for Steps 1-4.
     03 06 10 20
Y1322. 1 A $344 344 356 424
  B $416 416 428 494
 2 A $363 363 377 445
  B $436 436 451 519

Step 5. Wiring Type
4Z  standard +$0
LZ  PVC-free +$39

Step 6. Finish
0H  black +$0
0I  silver +$0
0J  white +$0

Y1322.
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Connect™-S300

Product Information
Description
This electrical distributor can grommet-mount flush in a surface, 
or clamp-mount to the edge. It can be configured with several 
combinations of simplex receptacles, data openings, and USB 
charging ports. The distributor is available with a power cord with 
plug end, or electrical conduit for hardwire connection. A voice/data 
adapter kit is included, allowing the data openings to accept various 
manufacturers’ couplers and jacks. Attachment hardware and cord/
cable clips are also included. Product is UL listed.

Notes
Field cutting of surface may be required. Information on surface 
cutout size is included on instruction sheet.
Silver option (0I) and white option (0J) have painted metal trim with 
white plastic simplex/data interiors. Black option (0H) has black 
painted trim with black plastic simplex/data interior.
Overall width for distributor with 4 openings is 8" wide. Overall width 
for distributor with 6 openings is 11" wide.
USB port charges at 2.1 amps.

Dimensions

 8”

6 7/8 ”

3”

2 7/8”

1 1/2” 1.364 ” max
0 . 364 ” m in

Specification Information
Step 1.
Y1323.

Step 2. Configuration
3  2 simplex receptacles, 2 data openings
4  3 simplex receptacles, 3 data openings
5  2 simplex receptacles, 1 data opening, 1 charging USB port
6  3 simplex receptacles, 2 data opening, 1 charging USB port

Step 3. Power Type
A  power cord with plug end
B  conduit with open end, for hard-wiring

Step 4. Cord/Conduit Length
03  3' cord/conduit
06  6' cord/conduit
10  10' cord/conduit
20  20' cord/conduit

Step 5. Attachment
G  grommet mount
S  surface clamp

Prices for Steps 1-5.
   03G 03S 06G 06S 10G 10S
Y1323. 3 A $390 390 390 390 407 407
  B $464 464 464 464 480 480
 4 A $486 486 486 486 499 499
  B $564 564 564 564 577 577
 5 A $546 546 546 546 562 562
  B $623 623 623 623 634 634
 6 A $641 641 641 641 658 658
  B $719 719 719 719 733 733

       20G 20S
Y1323. 3 A $474 474
  B $544 544
 4 A $570 570
  B $641 641
 5 A $629 629
  B $728 728
 6 A $723 723
  B $828 828

Y1323.
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Connect™-S300 continued

Step 6. Finish
0H  black +$0
0I  silver +$0
0J  white +$0
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Connect™-S400

Product Information
Description
This electrical distributor mounts flush in a surface and has a one-
touch pop-up mechanism for accessing power and data. It can be 
configured with several combinations of simplex receptacles, data 
openings, and USB charging ports. The distributor is available 
with a power cord with plug end, or electrical conduit for hardwire 
connection. A voice/data adapter kit is included, allowing the data 
openings to accept various manufacturers’ couplers and jacks. 
Attachment hardware and cord/cable clips are also included. Product 
is UL listed.

Notes
Field cutting of surface may be required. Information on surface 
cutout size is included on instruction sheet.
Distributor with PVC-free wiring option (LZ) is Cradle to Cradle Silver 
Certified.
Distributor with silver anodized finish option (0K) and standard wiring 
(4Z) has anodized trim with white plastic simplex/data interior. 
Distributor with silver anodized finish option (0K) and PVC-free wiring 
(LZ) has anodized trim with black plastic simplex/data interior.
Overall width for distributor with openings is 81/4" wide. Overall width 
for distributor with 7 openings is 123/4" wide.
USB port charges at 2.1 amps.

Dimensions

Specification Information
Step 1.
Y1324.

Step 2. Configuration
3  2 simplex receptacles, 2 data openings
5  3 simplex receptacles, 4 data openings
6  2 simplex receptacles, 1 data opening, 1 charging USB port
7  3 simplex receptacles, 3 data opening, 1 charging USB port
8  3 simplex receptacles, 2 data opening, 2 charging USB ports

Step 3. Power Type
A  power cord with plug end
B  conduit with open end, for hard-wiring

Step 4. Cord/Conduit Length
03  3' cord/conduit
06  6' cord/conduit
10  10' cord/conduit
20  20' cord/conduit

Prices for Steps 1-4.
     03 06 10 20
Y1324. 3 A $544 544 559 627
  B $618 618 634 700
 5 A $699 699 713 779
  B $773 773 782 848
 6 A $700 700 713 779
  B $776 776 790 858
 7 A $854 854 871 938
  B $931 931 941 1006
 8 A $1010 1010 1024 1093
  B $1087 1087 1097 1161

Step 5. Wiring Type
4Z  standard +$0
LZ  PVC-free +$39

Step 6. Finish
0K  silver anodized +$0

Y1324.
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Connect™-S500

Product Information
Description
This electrical distributor mounts flush in a surface and has a flip-up 
lid for accessing power and data from above or below the surface. 
The flip lid can be closed once devices are connected for a clean 
visual appearance. It can be configured with several combinations 
of simplex receptacles, data openings, and USB charging ports. The 
distributor is available with a power cord with plug end, or electrical 
conduit for hardwire connection. A voice/data adapter kit is included, 
allowing the data openings to accept various manufacturers’ couplers 
and jacks. Attachment hardware and cord/cable clips are also 
included. Product is UL listed.

Notes
Field cutting of surface may be required. Information on surface 
cutout size is included on instruction sheet.
Silver anodized option (0K) has anodized trim with white plastic 
simplex/data interior.
Overall width for distributor with 4 openings is 83/8" wide. Overall 
width for distributor with 6 openings is 113/8" wide.
USB port charges at 2.1 amps.

Dimensions

Specification Information
Step 1.
Y1325.

Step 2. Configuration
3  2 simplex receptacles, 2 data openings
7  3 simplex receptacles, 3 data openings
5  2 simplex receptacles, 1 data opening, 1 charging USB port
6  3 simplex receptacles, 2 data opening, 1 charging USB port

Step 3. Power Type
A  power cord with plug end
B  conduit with open end, for hard-wiring

Step 4. Cord/Conduit Length
03  3' cord/conduit
06  6' cord/conduit
10  10' cord/conduit
20  20' cord/conduit

Prices for Steps 1-4.
     03 06 10 20
Y1325. 3 A $640 640 657 722
  B $717 717 728 795
 7 A $736 736 754 819
  B $813 813 827 895
 5 A $800 800 813 879
  B $874 874 886 951
 6 A $895 895 908 977
  B $968 968 984 1049

Step 5. Finish
0K  silver anodized +$0

Y1325.
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Connect™ Single Circuit Electrical 
Power Entry

Product Information
Description
This standard receptacle 15-amp power entry provides power for 
single circuit electrical distributors. Up to 8 single circuit modular 
electrical distributors can be daisy chained and connected in any 
order. If more than 8 units are connected to this power entry, the 
system automatically shuts down and a red LED illuminates. A green 
LED indicates that more units can be connected and the system is 
ready. Standard attachment hardware is included.

Notes
UL listed when used in conjunction with most Everywhere™ fixed 
height tables.
Order electrical distributors (Y1372., Y1373., Y1374., Y1375.) and 
single circuit jumpers (Y1378.) separately.

Dimensions

Specification Information
Step 1.
Y1377.

Step 2. Cord Length
06  6' long
10  10' long

Prices for Steps 1-2.
Y1377. 06 $638
 10 $670

Y1377.
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Connect™ Single Circuit Electrical 
By-Pass Jumper

Product Information
Description
This electrical jumper provides additional length for the Connect™ 
single circuit modular electrical system. Jumpers are available in a 
variety of lengths and count as one of the 8 electrical distributors 
allowed per power entry.

Notes
UL listed when used in conjunction with most Everywhere™ fixed 
height tables.
Order electrical distributors (Y1372., Y1373., Y1374., Y1375.) and 
single circuit power entry (Y1377.) separately.

Dimensions

Specification Information
Step 1.
Y1378.

Step 2. Cord Length
12  12" long
24  24" long
36  36" long
48  48" long
60  60" long

Prices for Steps 1-2.
Y1378. 12 $134
 24 $145
 36 $160
 48 $172
 60 $182

Y1378.
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Connect™ - S720 - Connect 
Single Circuit Power Unit

Product Information
Description
This dedicated modular single circuit electrical distributor mounts 
flush in a surface and has a one-touch pop-up mechanism for 
accessing power and data. It can be configured with 2 simplex 
receptacles, or 1 simplex receptacle and 1 data opening. Cord length 
is 60". A maximum of 8 single circuit electrical distributors can be 
daisy chained per power entry. A voice/data adapter kit is included, 
allowing the data openings to accept various manufacturers couplers 
and jacks. Attachment hardware and cord/cable clips are also 
included.

Notes
Field cutting of surface may be required. For information on surface 
cutout size, see included instruction sheet.
UL listed when used in conjunction with most Everywhere™ fixed 
height tables.
To gang tables together per electrical code requirements, order 
ganging bracket kit (Y1338.) separately.
Order single circuit power entry (Y1377.) separately.
Where lengths of greater than 60" are needed, order single circuit 
jumpers (Y1378.) separately. Each single circuit jumper counts toward 
the 8 allowed electrical distributors per power entry.
Silver option (0I) and white option (0J) have painted metal trim with 
white plastic simplex/data interiors. Black option (0H) has black 
painted trim with black plastic simplex/data interior.

Dimensions

Specification Information
Step 1.
Y1372.

Step 2. Configuration
1  1 simplex receptacle, 1 data opening
2  2 simplex receptacles

Step 3. Cord Length
60  60" long

Prices for Steps 1-3.
        60
Y1372. 1 $499
 2 $520

Step 4. Finish
0H  black +$0
0I  silver +$0
0J  white +$0

Y1372.
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Connect™ - S730 - Connect 
Single Circuit Power Unit

Product Information
Description
This dedicated modular single circuit electrical distributor mounts 
flush in a surface or with an edge clamp mount. It has 2 simplex 
receptacles and 2 data openings, or 2 simplex receptacles and 1 
data opening and 1 USB charging port, and a 60" cord. A maximum 
of 8 single circuit electrical distributors can be daisy chained per 
power entry. A voice/data adapter kit is included, allowing the data 
openings to accept various manufacturers’ couplers and jacks. 
Attachment hardware and cord/cable clips are also included.

Notes
Field cutting of surface may be required. For information on surface 
cutout size, see included instruction sheet.
UL listed when used in conjunction with most Everywhere™ fixed 
height tables.
To gang tables together per electrical code requirements, order 
ganging bracket kit (Y1338.) separately.
Order single circuit power entry (Y1377.) separately.
Where lengths of greater than 60" are needed, order single circuit 
jumpers (Y1378.) separately. Each single circuit jumper counts toward 
the 8 allowed electrical distributors per power entry.
Silver option (0I) and white option (0J) have painted metal trim with 
white plastic simplex/data interiors. Black option (0H) has black 
painted trim with black plastic simplex/data interior.
USB port charges at 2.1 amps.

Dimensions

Specification Information
Step 1.
Y1373.

Step 2. Configuration
3  2 simplex receptacles, 2 data openings
4  2 simplex receptacles, 1 data opening, 1 charging USB port

Step 3. Cord Length
60  60" long

Step 4. Attachment
G  grommet mount
S  surface clamp

Prices for Steps 1-4.
       G S
Y1373. 3 60 $564 546
 4 60 $719 705

Step 5. Finish
0H  black +$0
0I  silver +$0
0J  white +$0

Y1373.
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Connect™ - S740 - Connect 
Single Circuit Power Unit

Product Information
Description
This dedicated modular single circuit electrical distributor mounts 
flush in a surface and has a one-touch pop-up mechanism for 
accessing power and data. It has 2 simplex receptacles and 2 data 
openings, or 2 simplex receptacles and 1 data opening and 1 USB 
charging port, and a 60" cord. A maximum of 8 single circuit electrical 
distributors can be daisy chained per power entry. A voice/data 
adapter kit is included, allowing the data openings to accept various 
manufacturers’ couplers and jacks. Attachment hardware and cord/
cable clips are also included.

Notes
Field cutting of surface may be required. For information on surface 
cutout size, see included instruction sheet.
UL listed when used in conjunction with most Everywhere™ fixed 
height tables.
To gang tables together per electrical code requirements, order 
ganging bracket kit (Y1338.) separately.
Order single circuit power entry (Y1377.) separately.
Where lengths of greater than 60" are needed, order single circuit 
jumpers (Y1378.) separately. Each single circuit jumper counts toward 
the 8 allowed electrical distributors per power entry.
Silver anodized option (0K) has anodized trim with white plastic 
simplex/data interior.
Overall width for distributor with 4 openings is 81/4" wide.
USB port charges at 2.1 amps.

Dimensions

Y1374.


